Naples

This southern Italian city is a summer classic, both as a jumping-off point
for Capri and Ischia or for a bustling city break in its own right. After all with beaches, bars, ruins and the world’s best pizza - it’s got everything

Words⁄Jamie

Lafferty

THE BASICS
> Naples is Italy’s most densely
populated city, with a million
people crammed into 119km2
> Food-wise, it’s best known as
the birthplace of pizza but it
also has a fantastic regional
cuisine and 23 Michelinstarred restaurants
> The city’s history began with
an Ancient Greek settlement,
Parthenope. Under Roman
rule, the early walled city
successfully repelled
invading Carthaginian
general Hannibal
> The port of Naples is one of
the busiest and largest in all
of the Mediterranean
> Norwegian flies to Naples
from Oslo
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The key areas
CENTRO STORICO

QUARTIERI SPAGNOLI

The “Spanish Quarters” were
named after a large garrison
that housed Spanish troops
in the 16th century. Today,
their narrow streets make
up the city’s most authentic
(some would say edgy)
neighbourhood, home to
local shops, bars and teeny
tiny, family-run pizzerias.
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Naples is one of the most
ancient cities in Europe.
Established by the Greeks in
the ninth century BC, it’s also
been ruled by the Romans,
Byzantines, Normans and
Sicilians, among others, and
its UNESCO-fêted historic
centre is a glorious souvenir
of this melting pot.

CHIAIA

This well-heeled seaside
district is great for shopping,
home to plenty of brands
and boutiques. Visit Enoteca
Belledonne for delicious local
food and wine, while the
Palazzo delle Arti Napoli is a
hip spot for contemporary art.
enotecabelledonne.it,
comune.napoli.it/pan
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VOMERO

One of the leafier suburbs,
hilltop Vomero is home to
charming gelaterias and cafés.
Visitors are drawn here for
the Certosa di San Martino
monastery and spectacular
Sant’Elmo fortress, which
looks out across the city.
polomusealecampania.beniculturali.it,
coopculture.it
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The local
obsession
Nothing dominates
the local psyche
like football, and
specifically Società
Sportiva Calcio
Napoli, known as
Napoli. The team is
one of Italy’s best,
and watching a
match is a must for
football fans...
There’s no better
place to see a game
than inside the
buzzing stadium.
As part of 2019
renovations,
capacity will be
reduced from
60,000 to 55,000,
but the noise inside
is likely to remain
at fever pitch.

listicket.com
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Stadio San Paolo

Napoli Nel Cuore

The face
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Salvatore Esposito
Gomorrah has been one of European television’s major
success stories - often described as being like an Italian
version of The Wire. First screened in 2014, it’s not about
the biblical town but focuses on the machinations of the
local Camorra (or Campanian Mafia) in and around Napoli.
As well as proving to be a major commercial and critical
success, it generated a tremendous amount of work for
regional actors including local lad Salvatore Esposito, who
plays the doughy-turned-deadly Gennaro Savastano.
“Since the series started, Naples has had a recordbreaking number of tourists,” he says. “This means two
things: intelligent people can distinguish fiction from
reality and, despite it all, Naples is one of the most
beautiful cities in the world.”

Despite its
extraordinarily long
history, Naples has
only been part of
Italy since the 1860s,
roughly as long as
colour photography
has existed. Most
people still identify
as Neapolitan first,
Italian second so
listen out for locals
speaking their mother
tongue...

Ce verimm’ aròppo
= See you later

Festooned with the
blue colours of the
club, this is one of
the most dedicated
of all Napoli fan
hang-outs. There
are televisions on
every wall and it
serves great pizza,
too. +39 081 241
3827

SSC Napoli store

Take home a
distinctive blue
jersey from one
of the official
shops, located at
Centrale station and
Campania shopping
centre. Just don’t
wear it out in Rome.
store.sscnapoli.it
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The breakdown
Stone-baked pizza

Poor imposters can be found all
over the world, but Neapolitans
are indisputably the kings of
pizza. After all, they invented it...

The moreish base is
undoubtedly the most
important part of any
pizza and the key to the
Neapolitan technique is
55g of salt. Originally,
salt water was used
to make it

The tour

Underground Naples

The landmark
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Herculaneum

Pompeii is absolutely worth
a look but it’s also on many
cruise-ship itineraries
and can get crowded – so
those who’d like to marvel
at petrified Roman ruins
without jostling for space
should head to Herculaneum
instead. Closer to the
centre of Naples, it was
also destroyed when Mount
Vesuvius blew its top in
AD 79, and was preserved
in a blanket of the volcano’s
ash. It may not be spread
over quite as large an area
as Pompeii but it was a
wealthier town, meaning the
mansions and art are even
more spectacular.

Naples at street level can sometimes feel a little
frenetic but that’s not a problem underground.
The city has an extensive subterranean network of
tunnels, originally created by the Ancient Greeks,
later used by the Romans as water tanks and, much
later, serving in WWII as bomb shelters. Guided
90-minute tours of this fascinating side of the city
bring its hidden history to life. napolisotterranea.org
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Tomato and garlic
is the key to a good
pizza sauce. Many
locals order nothing
more than a pizza
with this marinara

Add mozzarella
and basil, and
you’ve got yourself
a margherita. The
green herb, the
white cheese and
red sauce are said
to represent the
Italian flag

ercolano.beniculturali.it
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The stay
Romeo
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One of the few design
hotels in southern Italy,
the Romeo sits just back
from the port and has
incredible views out to
Vesuvius and Capri. On
the top floor you’ll find
the Michelin-starred
Il Comandante
restaurant, while in
the basement there’s
a well-equipped gym
to run off its many
delights. The hotel was
recently redesigned
by Kenzo Tange, and
there are Japanese
elements throughout its
Instagrammable lobby,
as well as a brand-new
wine cellar. romeohotel.it

The souvenir

Basically anything from Riot Laundry Bar
Riot Laundry Bar is Naples’ answer to a hipster paradise.
Part-shop, part-gallery, part-cocktail lounge, it’s a hotspot
for the city’s scenesters and pretty young things. Join them
for wellness shakes and drinks by day (and admirably strong
cocktails by night) at the bar on their “Stone Washed”
ground floor, before browsing the revolving gallery of
artworks from emerging local artists, most of which can
be bought. Finish with a trip to the basement boutique
area for rare vinyl and designer garments. For an unusual
souvenir, take home a pair of custom-made jeans from
the in-house Denim Factory, including those made with
Garmon’s “Green of Change” technology, certified to have
zero environmental impact. facebook.com/riotconceptstore

In most cities
the thought of
spending time in
a metro station
voluntarily would
be ludicrous, but
Naples is home to
Le Stazioni dell’Arte,
underground
stations that have
been decorated
by notable
artists, creating
a hop-on hop-off
subterranean gallery.
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